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DISCLAIMER
The comments, artlcles, stories, letters
and Informationcontained inthis magazine are the personal oplnions of the
wrlters and are not and are not t o be
construed t o be offlclal policy or commentary of the MallbuMirage Owners
and Pilots Assoclatlon.

-

-

Netther the Association nor It61 directors,
officers nor the publisher glve any offlclal
sanction to any artlcles, stories, Idbra or
Information contained hereln.
THE PILOT-IN-COMMANDIS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER OPERATION
OF HISMER AlRCRAFl AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OFTHE PILOT-IN-COMMAND
TO OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLE
ANCE WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S PILOT'S
OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.

ItI-. i:

w
Mark Swatek
President and Board Member

--

Mark Swatek is one of the original M*MOPA
Board members who met in Atlanta, Georgia in
April 1991 to begin the formation of the
Association. Since that time, he has been the
Association's Secretary-Treasurer and
Chairman of the Safety and Training
Committee.
Mark began flying at 14 and received his private
pilot license on his 17th birthday. He now has
over 2,900 hours total time, with over 1,100
hours in his 1987 Malibu, 801DC, the 1992
"Queen of the Fleet" winner. Previously, the
Corbin Baby Ace, fixed gear Skylane, and
Turbo Skylane RG were the "aircraft of choice"
for Mark, until the "right" Malibu came on the
market in 1990.
He and his wife - Phoebe, and son - Kevin,
reside in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. As a
member of MmMOPA, you're invited to E-mail
Mark at skyking@genevaonline.com with any
thoughts or questions that you have about
safety, training, or questions about the
Association. Fly Safely!

elcome to the new mil
lennium and the year
2000! I remember when
I was much younger
thinlungthe year2000wouldnevercome.
Most of us never imagined the achievements man wouldmake in aviation,technology, and our basic creature comforts.
As I prepare this article, I'm getting
ready for a business trip to Tampa, followed by annual recurrent training in
Florida. The freedom we have with the
PA-46 to conduct business, take vacations or change travel plans, at a moments notice, is truly a remarkable
achievement in our lives.
MalibwMirage Safety
and Training Foundation

With the year 2000, a new entity
comes to the M*MOPA. After much
discussion, and a desire to return the
association's focus back to its roots, the
Board of Directors has approved the
formation of the MalibuIMirage Safety
and Training Foundation. This foundation is similar to the AOPA Air Safety
Foundation and the Bonanza Society
Safety Foundation. It will focus on
safety and training programs for the
entire membership. Its purpose is to
help keep us current and safe in the air.

weather, both pre-departureand inflight,
to pilot and plane capabilities. The
flight training portion will be with a PA46 instructor. We are fortunate that the
M*MOPAwill be partially underwriting
this first year program. Two of the
insurance carriers have agreed to
consider discountpremiumsto members
participating in the program. (This is
subject to program review).
MeMOPA will be sendingindividual
mailings to each member with details of
the regional programs. Space is limited
and will be guaranteed with a nonrefundable payment for the weekend
program.
I believe this new foundation, and its
desire to make each of us a better and
safer pilot, is a great first step to less
accidents. M*MOPAwill continuethese
types of seminars and programs in
conjunction with our annual convention
as long as the membership uses and
supports them. Please wait for the
packets and send the M*MOPA Board
your thoughts on this new program. We
appreciate your feedback!
Year 2000 and the Malibu Meridian

This year, the new PTper Malibu
Meridian begins deliveries. M*MOPA
During the last two years, our is excited about its arrival as many of the
immediate past president, Dave Coats, new owners are. For this reason, the
heard from many instructors, insurance MmMOPA Board is finalizing a new
carriers, members, and the AOPA Air "sub" name for the association to
Safety Foundation, that the PA-46 welcome the arrival of the Meridian and
population still had some recurring the PA-46 JetProp conversions. These
problems that needed to be addressed. two entities, along with the Malibu and
During and after the Kansas City the Mirage, are welcome participants in
convention,theM*MOPABoard listened the M*MOPA organization. We want
to concerns and suggestions to help the each of the pilots and owners to feel
PA-46 population become amore "safety comfortable and empoweredto be active
and training informed" group. The members of the M*MOPAorganization.
outcome of these discussions will begin This also includes former PA-46 pilots
in 2000 with two day regional weekend and owners who have moved on to other
seminars and training programs. These aircraft, or individuals who are thinking
programs will be conducted in each about purchasing aPA-46. We welcome
each one of you to belong to this
region of the United States.
organization!
Each program will consist of lecture
Fly Safe!
and discussion groups, ranging in topics
from decision making processes on
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OWNERS
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ASSOCIATION,
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Dear Sy:
I have enclosed a copy of an invoice I recently received for a gas cap
for my Malibu, 146ZF. I expect all
airplaneparts to be ludicrously priced,
but this is unconscionable. If this is
how the "new" Piper Co. is taking
care of their customers, they can count
on me becoming a Beechcraft or
Cessna 0-wner.
I am a Peterbilt Truck Dealer and
the most expensive, fanciest locking,
chrome, vented fuel cap you can buy,
at full price, is $56.90. Even the
military doesn't pay $519.00 for a
fuel cap.
Please bring this to the attention of
Piper Aircraft Co. by printing this
letter in your magazine.
Norm Pressley,
Owner of the$rst Malibu
delivered to a customer

Dear Sy:
We have a problem here . . .

In the early 90's, I flew from Florida
to Latrobe, PA, for a mini Aerostar
Convention. My primary reason for
this trip was to listen and learn from
good speakers. The one person that
spoke was from Mattituck engines.
During his lecture the point was
brought out that you never turn an
engine through by hand as it removes
any existing oil from the camshaft

l

FAX:(520) 648-3823.

and cylinder walls, thereby causing
excessive wear. This I truly believe.

burning about 250 GPH, the trip must
be shortened somewhat.

Now in the last publication of
M*MOPA Magazine, a technician from
Mattituck states, "The engine should be
rotated by hand - not only rotated but
backwards." This will surely break the
carbon vanes on the vacuum or pressure
pumps. It's no wonder everyone is
switching to turbines - we cannot seem
to get the gospel from piston engine
builders. Searching for the truth.

As we parted, Warren asked
where I was headed next and I
replied, "Daytona, of course." Terri
had given me a ticket to drive the
famous Daytona Speedway, and I
could not wait to push the pedal to
the metal. SPEED still feels great
even if it takes sixty years to do it;
I retired from fuel dragsters at the
early age of 27.

Things Speed Up at 60. . .

Thank you, Warren, it's one of
the few thrills we don't expect in life
and then to have it come hue is such
a thrill! I know you will be behind me
at Daytona.

I seem to alwaysbe going somewhere
on an airliner on my birthday, the last
two on returning to home base from our
annual M*MOPA convention. Things
had already begun to speed up early in
1999 as I made two training flights coast
to coast in the Jet Prop DLX. Mr. Warren
Wood had offered me aride in his L39jet
fighter the prior year but avionics
cancelled that.
This year was different. While I was
in Monterey doing the annual training
for Warren and Phil, I got my ride. The
weather was beautiful the entire four
days. What better place to take the stick
. . . push up the thrust lever. . .climb up
to 15,000 . . . level off, have a 400 KT
TAS, and simply cruise up and down the
coast of California. Ahhh! What a
beautiful day with all the Plexiglas to
look through; you can see the whole
world as if it is looking back at you. The
roll and pitch rate are very responsive at
that airspeed and Warren handles the jet
extremely well. Once I had the stick, it
felt good. I just wanted to find a bogie
and shoot it down. Well, when you are

Lester Kyle

To the Membership:
The New Piper Aircrafr, Inc. and
SimCom International announced
today the finalization of an exclusive long-term agreement for recurrent and transition training at the
New Piper factory in Vero Beach,
Florida.

Under terms of the agreement,
SimCom will be the training facility for customers transitioning into
or undergoing recurrent training in
Saratoga I1 HP, Saratoga I1 TC,
Seneca V, and Malibu Mirage aircraft. SimCom will also provide
maintenance training for maintenance. technicians at Authorized
New Piper Service Centers.
Continued on Page 46

Kevin is an IA who has specialized in MalibuIMiragemaintenancefor 14 of his
20 years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine
rating. Kevin recentlyformed his own business, Mead Aircraft Services, which
he runsfrom asrnall farm in Inman, Kansas. Hewill continueto providesupport
for the MalibuIMirage fleet in the U.S. and abroad.

Proper Installation
of the Mirage Alternator
During our recent Kansas City
convention, I tried to keep amental tally
of the most common maintenance
problems owners reported to me. By the
close of the convention Mirage alternator
installation problems were near the top
of my list. Proper alignment, shimming
and belt tensioning are so critical in the
Mirage that just a little sloppy work can
cause problems ranging from an
annoying thrown belt to a damaged
airframe.

alternator irrepairable. For detailed
instructions, see Textron S.I. 1451A.
In fact, whipping out your laminated
personal copy of this S.I. and verifying
that your mechanic has installed your
newly replaced alternator per S.I.
1451A is not too extreme.
Correct belt tensioning is very critical
in the Mirage and is very often done
incorrectly. The tendency is to overtighten the belt, especially the #1 belt.
An over-tightenedbelt can causebearing
failure in the fust flight after tightening.
Refer to chart "B"inTextron S.I. 1451A.

Many owners I spoke to told of
Installing an alternatorcarefully takes
time and attention. I've even seen them broken or loose alternator wires. This
come out of the factory improperly is a chronic problem in the Mirage,
installed. The alternator pulley must be and I'm sorry to say I don't have a
aligned with the prop shaft pulley and solution for this one. Proper prop
idler pulley (in the case of the #1 balancing to prevent as much vibration
alternator). If this care is not taken, the as possible will help. I also recommend
belt may twist or come off altogether. checking the wires frequently. Several
I've seen cases where the belt flies off times during routine inspections, I've
and dents the cowling. In other cases, found wires on the verge of breaking.
the belt rolls with the prop shaft and
Some things you do NOT need on
causes the other alternator belt to come
your Mirage are a cooling fan on the
off resulting in dual alternator failure.
#1 alternator (in spite of what your
Proper shimming and tightening of well meaning mechanic may have told
hardware is the way to prevent this. you) and cooling shrouds on the backs
Improper shimming can also cause of your alternators. In the Mirage,
ears to break off, rendering the only the #2 alternator needs a cooling

fan. Frequently, rebuilt alternators
come with a fan, so if you are going to
install your rebuilt unit, have the fan
removed first. Contrary to what you
may think, a cooling fan on the #1 will
CAUSE, not prevent, overheating
because of its position. It actually
blocks air flow through the alternator.
Rebuilt alternators will also
frequently come with shrouds. Again,
this is because most airplanesneed them.
But the Mirage does not and leaving the
shrouds in place will limit air flow,
causing overheating. Don't be
embarrassed if you are one of the many
flying around with a#l fan and shrouds,
but do get it taken care of. And, yes, I'll
be glad to explain this to your mechanic.
I'm challenged on this all the time.
Lastly, remember that most of the
alternator manufacturers recommend
alternatoroverhaul or replacementevery
500 hrs. The through-bolts should be
retorqued after the fust 25 hours of flight
following alternator replacement.
Field overhauled alternators are an
economical replacement choice since
availability is good and warranties are
usually equal to those of new or factory
rebuilt units.

.

.
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Theme reports are taken from NTSB files andlor other offlclal U.S.
Government records. While they are considered reliable, neither the
Mallbu*Mirage Owners and Pilots Association nor the Publisher
guarantee their accuracy. For complete Information, please consult
the official NTSB report itself. This is preliminary information,
subject to change, and may contain errors. Any errors In this report
will be corrected when the final report has been completed.

NTSB Iden-:
NYCOOWA(nS
Acddent occnrred W17-99
at Crrurbroek,CD
AircrPtr: Piper PA;4Q-350f,

rnD

Accordingtoa'l'ram~onsafety enwgeacy lo~a$or
trmsmitter sig-

B d of Canada Investigatorvthe air- nal was rn-'
plantwasbringfc?niedfromEnglmdto
Spokane,WaPhingron. Atthelatdeparhue point,CYYL,the airplanewas refueled and thepilot filed an IFR flightplan.

IajaFks: 1Fatrd

h t 2155, but
tharirpwwasmfoamthe
~ o s v i n gxiaming. The airplane
was located on the eastern side of
Lakit Mountain at the 6,500-foot
level, 9 miles northeast of CYXC.

Duringtheflight,thepizotwmia
On October 17,1999, about 2025
Mountain Daylight Time, a Piper PA46-350P, NWD, was substantially
damaged while dewending to the
Cranbrook Airport (CYXC),
C r a n W British Cdumbia. The
certificated airline tmmprt pilot was
fatally injured. Night visudmetesmlogical d t i o m prevailed, and an
instrumentf@htrules (IFR)flightplan
was filed for the flight that orighted
near Lynn Lake (CYYL),Manitoba.
The ferry flight was conducted under
Canadian flight rules.

contact with Vallcouver Area Control
Center. While appimching CYXC, the

The weather reported by CYXC,
at 2000 was, wind from 300 depilot contacted Cranbrook Flight Ser- grees at 4 knots, scattered clouds at
vice Station (PSS) and wasprovided the 10,000 feet, and a broken cloud
latest airport information. The pilot did Iayer at 24,000 feet.
not report any dif&xlties with rhe airplane or flight at that time. The pilot's
This investigation is under the
last ttausmission with the FSS was about jurisdiction of Canada. Further in10 miles from the airport.
formation may be obtained from:
Transportation Safety Board of
After attempting to contact the air- Canada, 23 East Wilmot Street,
plane, FSS contacted the Rescue Co- Richmond Hill,Ontario L4BlA3,
ordination Center, and notified them Tel: (905) 771-7676.
that the airplane was overdue. An

Call For Articles
Our Association is built upon the premise that members should share
informationwith each other.With that inmind, if you havean experience you
would like to discuss with us, be it safety related, a problemyou have sohed,
or a particularly interesting place you have visited, please write it up and
submit it for publication.
We can all learn and benefit from each others' experience.
Call mefor details at 904-761-0834,or fax your articleto 904-761-0745.1prefer
email contact at <skysy@mindspring.com>.

Another Winner
From Piper.
Once you've seen the Piper Malibu Meridian,
h e ' s no turning back.
n

DIE*- This is a new breed of aim&. A luxury turboprop unrivaled in value. The culminationof all
of Piper's exlemiw e x p k c e and ing!nuity.

Theh4ddhnisdesignedwitharceptionalramp
appeal. A richly appointed, pressYrized cabin.

d~*.."
A glass cockpit with the absolute latat advances
''M
design 4

in digital avionics and LCD instrumentation.
h e r d by the w o r l d - d Pratt & Whitney
Canada FT6A-Q2Aturbopq argine,capable
of cruise speeds topping 300 mph.
Piper has turned an aviation dream into reality a d h h g value with perfwmance at about half
the price you'd expect for an aircraft of its dass

W i t h ~ o f t h e ~ j u s t 0the
; n
horizon, the new miRenniml& brighter
$Mtl ever. Prepare to enter the future.

I

MORE
PHOTOS FROM OUR 1999 CONVENTION I N KANSAS
CITY, MISSOURI...

j!

I

Now IT MEANS PILATUS
Too!

I
I
I

Dick was our M-MOPA President for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF Colonel with
28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about 2500 hours in fighters a s a
USAF Flight Surgeon, he is currently an Anesthesiologist in Austin, Texas. Dick has
been a member of the M*MOPAfamily since a year after its conception. His hobbies
are camping, backpacking, scuba diving, sailing, fishing, computers, and driving his
truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu.

Bad Things Can Happen at Altitude
And Often Catastrophically!
Last Fall, a LearJet carrying Payne
Stewart crashed after flying off-course
for about four hours. There is great
suspicion that his aircraft experienced a
sudden depressurization. The F- 15 pilot who intercepted the aircraft probably made this diagnosis based on his
observation that the windscreens were
frosted over and no life observed aboard
the aircraft.
This brought back a chilling memory
for me. I was in the back seat on a low
level F- 16mission in preparation for the
Desert Storm Baghdad missions. We
were low level in, hitting the range target
from all angles, and pulled up and out
rapidly. On our pull-out, my front seater
and I collided with a sizable bird on that
sunny and cold winter Texas Sunday
morning. The explosivedecompression,
bird parts, and fine pulverized Plexiglas,
in a 500 mph intra-cockpit humcane, is
something to behold!
The confusing ice fog environment
can be overwhelmingmaking it difficult
to maintain control of an aircraft. I had
luckily kept my visor down after the low
level, and with my residual eyesight, and
the great piloting skills of my frontseater pilot (who had facial blood blinding his vision), we got the bird to the
ramp - which I kissed upon arrival.
We require our military aviators to

fly low level missions with their masks
on and visors down. Recurrent physiological training for hypobaric and
decompression exposure is also required in order to remain cockpit qualified. As experienced flight surgeons,
Dave Coats and I have held a common
commitment to expose our fellow
M*MOPA Malibu drivers to hypobaric
physiologic training.
The environment at the flight levels
is hostile and new to many normallyaspirated-airplane drivers. Consequently, Dave Coats and I have tried to
get Malibu drivers exposed to a chamber
experience at our last two Texas
M*MOPA meetings.
The Lear accident suggests a rapid
decompression at FL390. That sudden
cockpit exposure would be a minus-70
degree ice fog cloud, in a possible 500+
mph tornado, if a wind screen blew out.
You would have barely 10to 15 seconds
to get your oxygen mask on and control
the aircraft for your emergency descent.
We Malibu drivers, in the same scenario at FL250, would be exposed to
about a 40 to 50 degree below zero ice
fog, and 2 to 3 minutes of useful consciousness in the same ice fog environment. Time of Useful Consciousness
increases to 20 to 30 minutes at FL180.
Are you ready for an event like this in
your daily flights? Do you brief your
passengers, who are new to your bird, as

to the situations you and they could
expect or how to escape a crashed bird
on the ground or water? Do you think
they understandwhat wild gyrationsyou
may put them through should you be
trying to handle an emergency?
Every time we get on a commercial
airliner, we get that boring briefing of
what to do when the oxygen masks fall
in front of you. However, they always
stop short of telling you what would
occur in the freezing ice cloud of confusion, or fire and smoke. They stop
short of terrifying you with the reality
of the real event so you will continue
to fly on their airline. Every time I get
on an airline flight, I spend a few
moments analyzing what I would have
to feel and crawl around to find the
exit should we be upside down and
filled with smoke or water.
When explosive events occur in our
cockpit, we have toreact instinctively to
survive. I recommend all Malibu pilots
seek out hypobaric chamber and decompression experience. It can be obtained with a call to your local FAA.
Malibu pilots fly in hostile flight levels.
I feel we need to obtain training and
exposure to the problems which could
occur in the flight levels. We have a
valuable asset in the M*MOPA organization - our trainers. They keep us safe
and have saved many lives in this organization. Please use them.
Take care and fly safe.

MaAbwMiirage Magazine
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Rise t o t h e C H A L L E N G E .

AS A PILOT, YOU ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE O F ACQUIRING

to duplicate in the aircraft - can be practiced

and maintaining proficiency in your MalibuIMirage.

and perfected in the simulator with complete realism

And as the world's foremost aviation training

and safety. FlightSafety's MalibuIMirage simulator

organization, we can help

even includes a weather radar

you face that challenge with

unit for pilots w h o desire

confidence.

this training.

At Flightsafety Lakeland

Classroom instruction is

Learning Center in Lakeland,

facilitated by a host of dedicated

Florida - which trains pilots

audio-visual training aids, and

from around the world - we

conducted by FlightSafety7s

offer complete initial and recur-

professional instructors - them-

FLIGHTSAFETY LAKELAND LEARNING CENTER

- one of the 38 Flightsafety

rent training programs for the

centers in the US.. Canada, and France

MalibuIMirage. Training is

-

trains pilots from around the world.

conducted in an advanced

selves seasoned pilots who
understand the capabilities
and demands of today's sophis-

simulator featuring a state-of-the-art VITAL visual

ticated, high-performance aircraft. And clients are

display system, providing an exceptionally realistic

also encouraged to learn from each other's oper-

training environment. In the simulator, proficiency

ational experiences.

in normal flight operations can be honed to a

If a high level of proficiency is your goal (and

fine edge with the utmost cost-effectiveness. And

it should be), give us a call. FlightSafety is up to

emergency procedures - even those too dangerous

the challenge.

Flightsafety
international

For m o r e i n f o r m a t f o n , p l e a s e c a l l :

Toll.free (800) 7 2 6 - 5 0 3 7

Or write u s at:

T e l (941) 6 4 6 - 5 0 3 7

Fax ( 9 4 % ) 6 4 4 - 6 2 1 1

2 9 4 9 Alrside Center Drive. Lakeland. Florida

33811

@

www.flightsafety.com

This month, I would like to thank
everyone for being so patient while we
were moving,first to a temporary location
in Tucson, and now, finally, to our new
permanent location in Green Valley,
Arizona. I know it was confusing dealing
with all of those address and telephone
number changes. Thankfully, that is all
at an end.

Dave Torrey
NlOZPA
Niagara Falls, NY
Dave flies a 1996 Mirage. He is an
FAA designated examiner,Airplane and
Helicopter. He also holds ATP
Rotorcraft/Helicopter, Commercial
ASMEL, CFII ASMEU Helicopter. He
has over 13,000 hours.

We are now settledin our new location
at 280 N. Bluebird Drive, Green Valley
AZ 85614. The phone number is 520399-1 121 and the fax is 520-648-3823.

Roger McVeety
Eden Prairie, MN

Nicolas Chabbert
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Roger listshis occupation as abroker.
He says they are offeringMalibuhiirage
IFR Initial and Recurrent training. He
has 1,100 hours.

Nicolas needs no introduction
because I think everyone recognizeshim
as the Vice President of Marketing of
Socata Aircraft in the United States.
Welcome aboard, Nicolas!

Stephen R. Wright
N197PM
Houston, TX 77095

John Rickert
N962DA
Rye Beach, NH

Stephen is the proud owner of a 1997
Mirage. He is VP & General Counsel for
Texas PetrochemicalCorporation. He is
an ATP with MELrating, andover4,800
hours.

John is an airline pilot and holds
ATP, MEL, SEL, B-727 Type: Fe Turbo
Jet. He owns a 1996 Mirage.

Guy Cane
Annapolis, MD
Guy is ATP and CFTI rated. His
company, Cane Associates,Inc., is in the
business of flight test and evaluation. He
has over 8,000 hours.

Alan Robinson
N44DN
West Sussex, UK
Allen is Chairman of Silk Route
Systems. He has a 1990Mirage. He has
over 1,200 hours and holds Auplane
Multiengine Land, Single Engine Land
and Sea, Instrument Airplane and
Rotocraft Helicopter ratings.

Hicks Milner
Atlanta, GA
Hicks is theowner of Milner Business
Products in Atlanta. He has over 8,000
hours and holds ASEL, AMEL, Private,
Cornm. and Instructor ratings.

Stanley Brannan
Wichita, KS
Stanley owns Brannan Leasing Inc.
in Wichita. He has a 1984Malibu, no tail
number yet. He is a 5,500 hour pilot.

Joof Alberts
Nelspruit, South Africa
Joof is a fruit processor in South
Africa. He has a 1985 Malibu and has
over 2,200 hours with an Instrument
rating.

Dr. Sanjit Sekhon
N295SS
Surrey, UK
Dr. Sekhon is a doctor and owns a
1998 Mirage. He has over 900 hours
with PPL, Multi, and IR ratings.

Scott Ritchie
Chesterfield, MO
Scott is the General Manager of
Thunder Aviation Services in
Chesterfield, Missouri.
Continued on Page 16
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M*MOPA Headquarters - Continued from Page 15

commercial license with 600 hours.

Warren E. Mack
N9103Q
Minneapolis, M N

Bill Stefan
Blairsville, PA
Bill is looking for aMirage. He holds
a Private license with an instrument
rating. He is an executive with Bentley
Development Co., Inc.

Warren is Chairman of the Board at
Fredrikson & Byron. He has a 1986
Malibu and has over 1,200 hours.

Dr. Bernard Asher
N57CX
Batavia, NY

Ken Years
N6914Y
El Cajon, CA

Dr. Asher has a 1986 Malibu with
the 550 conversion engine, 4 blade
prop and a Mirage windshield. He
has over 3,400 hours and is multiengine, Instrument and Seaplane
rated.

Ken is CEO of Career Choices, Inc.
He holds a Commercial License and
Instrument Ratings, Single and Multi.
He has a 1985 Malibu.

Mark Fischer
Dothan, AL
Mark is a Physician and holds a

James W. Cobb
N629BC
Marietta, OH
James is owner of C&C Properties.
He has a 1997 Mirage with spoilers and
the extended range fuel. He holds Pvt.,
SEL, MEL and Instrument ratings.

Michael Reilly
San Jose, CA
Michael doesn't own a Mirage yet,
but is looking for one. He is a Pvt., SEL,
Instrument rated, pilot.

A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Specific Policy Research
Client Updating
Insurance Contract Review

f\

Our Commhnentt

To serve our clients with such care and excellence that
they cannot find comparable value elsewhere.

SERVING THE
AVIArnON

P. 0. Box 3474
Simi Valley, California 93093
Fax: (805) 522- 1739.
Tel: (805) 522-3428

musmy

Don M. Grondin

SINCE 1979
Malib~~Mir@+
Mag&e
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4. During engine runup, the right
magneto shows-0 -drop on RPM when
zhecked. Is this OK?

5. You get a higher than allowable
mag drop. What should you do before
canceling the flight?
6. When taxing at a high density
airport, why should the mixtures be
leaned?

Lester Kyle
Lester has accumulated more than
12,000 hours of instruction of which 80
percent or more is in the Malibu and
Aerostar. He spent three years as a
Marine Air Wing crew chief on
helicopters transporting troops to the
front line. Lester holds a Bachelor
degree in Math and Physics from ICS.
A graduate of the Spartan School of
Aeronautics with an A&P license, he
later went on to give instruction in the
maintenance program at Spartan. A
graduate of Riverside Airlines with an
ATP, CFII, MEI, as well as a Seaplane
rating, Lester instructed at the Piper
Training Center from 1984, at which
time Lester's Aircraft Training was
formed.

7. As you climb toward your cruising altitude, the engine begins to surge,
MAP, fuel flow,and prop showing movement. What could this be?
8. What should prevent the landing gear from retracting on the ground
if the selector is up and battery master
is turned on?

9. What keeps the landing gear in the
up position during flight?
10. If your hydraulic pump light
comes on in flight and stays on, what
may be happening?
11. What two things will give a gear
warning horn and light during flight?
12. With a high speed descent, what
could give a gear warning light?

1. Why is it important to check
alternate engine air when you first enter
the aircraft for engine start?

2. What is the purpose of checking
the exhaust pipes for looseness prior to
flight?

g o saq31y~s9vm VIM uaha 'saurg
11" 1e 1oq aq P ~ O Mdord mob p m
)no pun018 IOU I I ~ M1y smaur 11 ylaM
haan %upmopads,11 maur lou saop
o1auKeur e uo d o q oraz v .p

3. You remove a fuel cap from
your aircraft that has been sitting on a
very warn ramp, yet no air pushes out
or you hear no pressure. What might
the results be?

. u o y e m s l a y lo/pue 'Ianj u! l a l e ~
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his was the second year of the
revised service clinic program in
which every M a l i b a i r a g e aircraft on the ramp was inspected. The
program is broken down into a review of
five categories which cover the aircraft
from spinner to tail. The inspection is
performed with no tools and requires no
disassembly of the aircraft.
David is the Vice President of Business
Developmentfor SkyTech;lnc. He has
been employed in general aviation for over
17 years following a stint in corporate
aviation with Falcon Jet. David has worked
with all phases of MalibuIMirage service
including avionics and maintenance
capacities. Prior positions include Service
Manager for SkyTech, Inc., and Distributor
Service Advisor for The New Piper Aircraft
with a responsibility of seven Northeastern
states.
A graduate of Spartan School of
Aeronautics, David is an FAA licensed
Airframe and Powerplant mechanic.
Additionally, he holds a Private Pilot1
Instrument License and is MalibulMirage
qualified.

Before I get to the results, I would
like to thank Rick Moline from Modem
Aero and Chuck Massanopoli from
SkyTech. Again this year, these dedicated technicians spent their convention
outside on the ramp. Additionally, the
organization and layout at the airport
was superb. Richard Bynum and the line
service did a fabulousjob keeping all the
aircraft together.
This yearthere were 88 service clinic
inspections performed during the convention. And for the second year in a
row, the Mirages outnumbered the
Malibus, 53 to45. This is likely tobe the
normal trend going forward as the Mirages continue to roll off the production
line. As we analyzed the results this
year, for the most part, the discrepancies
are spread over both models.
Propeller / Spinner / Cowling

This inspectioncovers propellerblade
condition, electrical de-icer boots, spinner, and any accessories that can be
viewed through the nose cowling. During the inspections, we discovered 25
spinners that were not shimmed properly. This condition will lead to cracks
on the spinner mounting holes and the
spinner bulkhead assembly. The second
most common discrepancy was loose
andlor deteriorated alternator belts.
Additionally,there were several alternators and compressors that had a lot of
play in their mounts. This condition can
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lead to worn accessory cases andlordamaged mounts. As usual we noted several
propellers that had nicked blades and
worn de-ice boots.
Nose Gear and Trunion

When this areais inspected, the technicians look for general nose gear security, nose tirelstmt condition and evidence of nose trunion damage. By far,
the most common deficiency noted was
excessive forelaft play in the nose gear
(26). This condition is usually traced to
looseness or play in the nose gear actuator bolts, most commonly at the firewall
end. However, we do find the forward
rod ends wear also. This condition, left
unattended, can lead to damage to the
engine mount which may require the
engine and mount to be removed and the
mount sent out for repair. The normal
corrective action, when discovered at a
100-hour inspection, is to re-torque the
attachment bolts. This usually corrects
the condition.
The second most common problem, we noted on the nose gear, was
bent nose tire stems. This condition
indicates that the incorrect tow bar is
being used to tow the aircraft, and it is
contacting the valve stem. This condition can lead to a premature nose tire
failure. Additionally, we noted seven
nose gear turnings that had been oversteered and were cracked at the turn
limits. Year after year, this area proves
to be a high problem area.
Pneumatic Boot Section

Few discrepancies were found. We
noted six right hand de-ice boots that had
reached their normal service life and
were in need of replacement. Remember, when it is time to change your RH
de-ice boot you have two choices. Any

aircraft with the in-wing Speny radar
can only use the original boot which has
a reduced service life. However, if you
have removed the in-wing unit and have
upgraded with the pod radar assembly,
you can utilize a de-ice boot manufactured with the same material as the other
de-ice boots on the aircraft.
The only other area noted was the
delamination of the stall vanes. The
protective coating on these units tends to
erodeaway and the heating elementseparates from the vane. This condition left
uncorrected can lead to the vane not
functioning properly.
Wheels and Brakes

Since this is a high wear area, we
always expect a lot of discrepancies,and
this year was no exception. As strange as
it sounds, the most common discrepancy
was worn tires. We noted 15 main tires
worn at or below normal service limits
and three tires showing signs of uneven
wear. There were 13sets of brake linings
worn below limits and eight sets of rotors
which appeared to be below normal wear
limits. To round out the main gear area
there were six sets of torque links which
had excessive play and three main struts
leaking fluid. The main gear is subjected
to a lot of abuse. Based on the results of
the clinic inspections, it would seem appropriate to have the wheels and brakes
looked over at the normal oil service

interval. Since the wheels and brakes are
removed at each 100-hour inspection,
this should insure everything is kept in
good working order.
AirfTame Corrosion Inspection

There were quite a few new and
recently repainted aircraft, so the results
of this inspection have improved over
previous years. However, we did note
13aircraft with light corrosion and seven
aircraft with moderate corrosion along
the belly of the aircraft. This condition
usually develops around rivet heads and
skin seams and progresses from there.
There have been quite a few aircraft
which have required large areas of the
aircraft belly to be stripped, treated and
repainted. If this condition is left uncorrected, the corrosion will reach a point
in which the only repair scenario will be
skin replacement.
In the last M*MOPA magazine, I
mentioned cracked sumps on the
Lycoming TIO-540AE2A engine. Since
we had 53 Mirages at the convention,we
decided to perform an additionalinspection and check each aircraft for cracked
oil sumps. The sump inspection can be
performed through the nose gear wheel
well area. Unfortunately,we discovered
24 cracked sumps or 45% of the aircraft
inspected! Since the only repair for this
condition is to raise the engine off the
mount and remove and replace the sump,

we decided to work with M*MOPA and
bring these results to the attention of
Lycoming.
I'm pleased to report that we did get
the attention of Lycoming. As I write
this article (1 1/99)Lycoming is working
on a program which should be released
in early 2000. Indications are that the
program will be an upgrade to the existing design but will be offered at a reduced price to the owner operator. Once
a fm decision has been made, it will be
transmitted to the fleet.
Overall, the aircraft inspected this
year were pretty much in-line with other
years. However, when we look at the
majority of the discrepancies,they were
the types of items which, if left uncorrected for a period of time, will lead to
expensive repairs.
I always enjoy hearing about your
discrepanciesand odd occurrences. You
can email me on the M*MOPA web site
under Airframe or contact me at the
SkyTech offices at 410-574-4144 or
dconover@skytechinc.com. In the next
issue, I will get back to reviewing the
most common items occurring in the
MalibuNirage fleet.
Thanks again to everyone who made
Kansas City another M*MOPA success,
and I look forward to seeing everyone
next year in Baltimore!

wlowlna
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Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected t o
simulate a 100 degree F day.)
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Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM T S I O 550C engine installed rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.
We can
. .install
...- .
-.
..vour
,- -- new
- - - - - or
- - rebuilt
- - - --.- enalne
-- - - - - - at
-- our
- -- facilihr
- ---.- -a at
-- the
----kmauttful
-----Albert Whitted Airport in downtown S t Petersburg, Florida
--

"The TSIO-5504 engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520BE engine. MaxcorrectedCHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
the limit of 460degrees F. ...[It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement."

Call one of our approved installation facilities:
Aviation Sales Denver, Colorado
Flightcraft Eugene and Portland, Oregon
Flightcraft Hayward, California
Image Air Bloomington, Illinois
Modern Aero Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Piloten Services Straubing, Germany
Skytech Baltimore, Maryland
.
- .
..
I LM r;usromer service enter
Fawnope,
Alabama
- a m -

a

a

-

.
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Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu:
Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 310 HP). The engine is
approved for continuous operation at 310 HP.
30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 3 10 HP
= 232.5 HP).
Flying at speeds comparable to your 520 BEengine, the 550C willjust be loafing
along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or lower RPM which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life.
Flying at normal power settings, with comparable payloads, your Continental
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage - due to approximately 330
pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction system.
The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller - the external
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, therefore
no airplane modifications are required.
The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours.

.

NEW - TCM TSIO-550-C Installed Exchange for TSIO-520BE.. W,770 plus freight

REBUILT - TCM TSIO-550-C Installed Exchange for TSIO-520BE. ..$55,859 plus freight
(Subject to manufacturer'sprice increase. May be higher outside the US.)

Tlis includes new isolation mounts, fluid hoses, dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement
FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT

Approved to replace TSIO-520-BE with TSIO-550-C

A

INC. 72718g8
VK AIRCRAFT,
(FORMERLY vK LEASING, INc.)

,vailable for your 520 or 550 Malib
and for your Mirage.
Enjoy the benefits of vibration free flying with
reduced noise level and increased performance.

CALL. . .WE WILL FAX OWNER COMMENTS.

Price $13,700 outright
A Installed and balanced at our facility for $250. No freight charge and no sales
tax on STC items installed in Florida. Your shop can buy this propeller and STC
from us. Work out installation, crating and freight charges with them.

pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial
Airport. Our facility combines modern office
space with attached hangars. Full FBO
amenities are available.

,

&ne
Malibus are based on Centennial Airport.
Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel.
Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of
selling numerous previously owned Malibus &
Mirages of high quality worldwide.
Our marketing department continuously follows
the MalibuMirage market. They are constantly
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our
inventory.
@%r Maintenance department with state of
the art equipment, employs only full-time
I.A. qualified mechanics.
Our computer printed log book entries,
service publication compliance and tail to
spinner component history reports impress
not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities alike.
We respect you our customer and your
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail"
philosophy extends from the work we
perform, through our paperwork, to our
level of customer service.

OENVER-

4

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE:
-

1996 Mirage 288 TT,King IFR w/KLN-90B GPS,
KFC-150 APED, Encoding Alt., RDR 2000VP
Color.
Radar, Argus 7000 Moving Map, Copilot
Instruments, De Ice Pkg., Air, Intercom and Spoilers

-

19% Mirage 800 'IT, EFIS, KLN-90B GPS, Dual
Transponders, KFC-150 APIFD, RDR 2000 VP Color
Radar, KRA 10A Radar Alt., WX- 1000+ Stormscope,
CoPilot's Electric Trim, Pilot & CoPilot Bose
Headsets, Co Pilot Instr., De Ice Pkg., Air and Intercom

N O OTHER
AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER
EVEN APPROACHES THE
PILATUS PC-I 2 WARRANTY

8

PC-12 specifications include:
) Cruise Speed 270 kts.
) R a n g e exceeding 1,600 n.m.
) Operates t o 30,000 ft.
) K i n g Air size cabin
) 4.5 x 4.5 Cargo Door
) Flushing Lavatory
The PC-12 was ranked #2 in the
1999 AIN Customer Product Service &
Support Survey in the Business
n r b o Prop Category

and

The PC-12 was ranked #2 in the
Professional Pilot 1999 Corporate
Customer Aircraft Product
Support Survey

AVIATION SALES, INC.
Denver's Centennial Airport
12260 E. Control Tower Road
Englewood, Colorado 80 112

Phone (303) 799-9999

AA

Piper

SERVICE CENTER

I

-

TAXILIGHTLENSES,
VENTBEZELS,
HINGECOVERS.
CALLus AT 404-355-9682
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF COMPONENTS AND PRICES.

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERAL
TRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-5410

6

MeMOPA thanks its 1999 Convention sponsors
and encourages its membership
to support these outstanding companies
for their commitment to us.
Platinum Sponsors
The New Piper Aircraft

Gold Sponsors
Pilatus Business Aircraft, SimCom, Des Moines Flying Service, ASIIModern Aero,
Jet Prop LLC, SkyTech, Columbia Aircraft, Flight Group, Inc.

Silver Sponsors
Spoilers, Inc., Textron Lycoming, Socata Aircraft, Raytheon Aircraft,
Cessna Aircraft, V.K. Aircraft, Victor Aviation.

Bronze Sponsors
Aero Insurance, B.F. Goodrich, Garmin International, S-Tec, Meggitt, ASIIDenver,
Atlas Pilatus Center, Pilatus Center South. Professional lnsurance Management.

MMOPA also wishes to thank the following for their generous
donations for the 1999 auction at the K. C. Convention.
Allied Signal, AOPA, ASIIModern Aero, Aircraft Engineering, Inc., B.F. Goodrich, Philip Berolzheimer,
Dale Brown, Cessna Aircraft, DavidCoats, David Clark, Inc., FlightSafety. Garmin International,Jack
Guess (Bloomington Avionics), Bob Gisburne (Color Finishes), Roger Hannay (Hannay Reels),
Hartzell, King Schools, Larry Lee (Plastech), Walt & Dale Messick, PaulNeuda (The Jemar Company),
Oxford Aviation, Pilatus Business Aircraft, P.M. Research, Precise Flight, Professional lnsurance
Management, Bill Prymak, Sandy Rand, Robert Riorden, Alan Rutherford,Ryan International,S-Tec,
SimCom, Gregory Simon, Carroll Stephenson, Texas Piper, The New Piper Aircraft, V.K. Aircraft,
Warren Wood (Jet Prop LLC), Yaesu, USA.

Bill Alberts - Convention Coordinator
If you have any questions regarding the M MOPA Convention, Sponsorships, Vendors or
Auction, please make note of two special numbers to call for those kinds of questions.

II

Phone (843) 786-9358

Fax (843) 785-7567

AERIDIAN
-

..- .

.
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Since the inception of the Malibu, SkyTech has
been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our

.

B

Awcrarc Loans and Leases
Designed to meet your specific needs
Our goal is to combine superior sevice with competitive rates and terms

For more information and an application

Call 800-357-5773

Have you made a deposit on a Meridian?
Call us, we may be able to help you free up that cash for other uses.

140 E. Town Street, Suite 1010
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 221-5773
Fax (614) 221-2411

Serving the industry since 1975
Member of the
National Aircraft Finance Association

1

IN

MALIBU
C-GWLH
Allen Williams

e (Dorothy Brewer and I,
along with Murray and Janice
Mickleborough) departed
Calgary, Alberta on Tuesday, February
2,1999 at approximately 12:30 PM, and
had a smooth trip to Kansas City with an
average airspeed of approximately 230
KTS. (top ground speed of 250 KTS.)
for a flight of 4+30. Upon arriving at
KMCI, we were met by two customs
officials who had us move all of our
luggage and money into their office, and
then subjected us to a 1- 112 hour interrogation and search. This turned out to be,
by far, the worst experiencewith customs
officials for the entire trip.
Continued on Page 30
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South American Adwnture - Cont'd from Page 29

We departed MCI for Columbus,
Georgia, and landed at 11:00 PM local
time. The temperature dewpoint
spread was only 1°C, and visibility
was approximately 3 miles in haze
when we landed.

landings. Because Puerto Rico is U.S.
soil, customs is not required.
The next day, we intended to get an
early start and met for breakfast at
7:30 AM. However, the pace was very
slow. Our waitress was the only one in
sight, and the service seemed to take

forever. After checking out of the
hotel, a 45-minute wait still did not
result in our taxi arriving, so we got a
ride to the airport in the gardener's old
jalopy. After arriving at the airport, it
took yet another hour to get fuel, flight
plan, and pay our landing and parking
fees.

Wednesday morning, the RVR was
10, and the ceiling was only 100 ft. The
fog was less than 1,000 ft. thick, and it
was CAVU on top. Less than one hour
later, the fog was behind us and the 2+ 10
flight was beautiful, landing in Vero
Beach at 10:OO AM on a beautiful morning. We fueled, flight planned, got our
over-water survival gear out, and filled
our fresh water containers. We also
loaded ice, lunches, and were soon on
our way to Aguadilla, Puerto Rico.
The airport in Aguadilla, which
boasts an 11,000 ft. airstrip, is actually
an old B-52 base, and is still used today
as an alternate airport for space shuttle

CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
Covers Also Available:
Windshield Only
Engine
Propellers
Wings
Empennage
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We filed for FL230 direct St. Croix,
direct Dunta, direct Point Salinas, direct
MargaritaIslandin Venezuela. The clearance came back to fly direct over 470
NM of water, and it took several minutes
to get the routing we originally requested.
Our flight to Margarita Island was 3+30
at FL 230, and was smooth and clear the
entire way. We were cleared for a visual
approach behind a767-300 arriving from
Europe, which greatly slowed down our
customs as we had to wait for the passengers to clear from the Boeing. However,
we found everyone to be very friendly.
We rented a car from Hertz (the only car
we rented on the entire trip), and found a
great little hotel called the "Costa Linda",
and spent two nights there. The two days
on the island were warm but cloudy, so
rather than spending much time at the
beach, we drove around the island, visited the marine museum, and had a lobster feast that was outstanding.

approximately two hours to clear customs and pay our fees, we were finally
on our way to Boa Vista, Brazil. Approximately one week in advance of arriving in Brazil, we had sent a fax to the
Brazilian authorities requesting permission to enter Brazil. Although we had not
received a response to our fax, this letter
was shown to officialsin Brazil and we had
no problems flying into Venezuela, Brazil,
Argentina, or Chile, and generally found
ATC and the airports to be very good.
Boa Vista is at 2"501Nof the equator,
and the weather was 3 5 T , staying very
warm during the evening. At our hotel,
we met a Brazilian professor, Dr. Ron
Hillberect, who had completed his Ph.D.
in Economics at the University of Illinois. We had dinnerwith Ron, whom we

found to be very knowledgeable about
Brazil and South America in general.
We very much enjoyed his company, as
well as a great pool-side meal, and an
excellent bottle of wine for $8.00.
The next morning, it was off to
Santarem, Brazil, a city of over 100,000
people on the Amazon. We had another
great flight at FL210, with a flying time
of 2+50. We crossed the equator at
15:55Zon February 8,1999, with only a
few minor deviations around some CB
cells. We were amazed at the size of the
Amazon River. This river is so large, it
is hard to fathom without seeing it. Tower
advised us to beware of buzzards on final
approach. There were thousands of buzzards all over the place, even in the city.
Continued on Page 32

When we departed on Saturday, we
had planned to visit Canaima, a national
park in the southern region of Venezuela; however, we were advised by FSS
that we needed permission from the
Caracus authorities to do so, and that
their office was closed for the weekend.
So, we filed a flight plan instead for
Cuidad Bolivar on the Oranocco River,
a flight of 1+10. We spotted several
DC-3's and a lot of Cessna 206's which
are used to fly tourists to the Canaima
Park, which is famous for its Angel
Falls - a waterfall almost one km in
height - located approximately 30 to 40
miles from the runway, and usually
viewed from aircraft. The charter operator told us we did not need perrnission to go there and to file a VFR flight
plan. Canaima offers a good 4,000 to
5,000 ft. strip with three hotels situated
in the Park. After a 55-minute trip, we
had a great view of the Falls, and really
enjoyed the Park.
In all Central and South American
countries, we were required to depart
from an International Airport. We
therefore had to back track to Guyana
for our departure from Venezuela.
"Nothing happens quickly," and after
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South American Adventure - Cont'd from Page 31

Our tour books provided a name and
phone number for "Steven Winn
Alexander", with whom we were very
fortunate to eventually make contact.
Picking us up at our hotel, Steven tookus
to his private park, the "Bosque Santa
Lucia" where we were treated to a tour
and an incredible opportunity to learn
about the flora of the Amazon. We are
now reading Steven's book, Santarem,
Riverboat Town. We recommend travelers read it in advance in order to have
a better understanding of and appreciation for the flora, fauna, history, crafts,
geology, and culture of the area and the
entire Amazon.

did not check my charts, but noted from
the WAC that Palmas appeared to be a
large city with a good airport.
The flight was approximately 700
NM and reminded me of flying in the
Canadian Arctic as we were over wilderness (jung1e)most of the way, with VOR's
and airports far apart. Centre asked a

couple of times if we had HF which was
negative, but we did not have any problem communicating at FL250. There
was a major line of CB's extending from
east to west that appeared for hundreds of
miles on either side, but we were able to
find a nice break of approximately 20
miles that enabled us to sneak through
with only a 40 or 50 mile deviation.

We departed Santarem in the late
afternoon, heading for Porto National. I
reviewed the charts and determined that
Porto National had a good IFR airport
with fuel and full facilities. The weather
was good, and we would be arriving
shortly after sunset. The FSS had a large
VFR WAC chart on one entire wall, and
they suggested Palmas as an alternate. I

I 'RAINING
INITIAL
AND REFRESHER
TRAINING AT YOUR
LOCATION OR OURS.
(727) 822-161 1

@ ECLIPSE
MaIibwMirageMagsAe

.
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FAX:(727) 821-9013

IN~ERNA~~ONAL,
INC.

We spent quite a bit of time in ArgenAs darkness was approaching, ATC
tina.
Everyone fell in love with Buenos
advised that the lights were unserviceable at Porto National, and that we would Aires and now consider it one of their
be required to go to our alternate, Palmas. favorite cities. We hired a guide with a
Our Jepp charts,Mentor, and GPS, which car and had a great tour. We also did
were all up-to-date, indicated that Palmas some shopping and took in a Tango
did not have lights. The ATC controller, dinner show.
who, we thought spoke excellent EnOur arrival into Buenos Aires was at
glish, did not understand our concern,
the
downtown airport at the J. Newberry
and it was at this point we came to realize
Aeroparque.
FSS at Iguacu Falls had
that his English was very limited to stanadvised
us
that
we could not land at
dard aviation terminology. We started
Newberry
because
we had a single-enlooking for another airport while trying
gine
airplane,
but
as we approached
to look up the translation for "lights." We
spoke on the radio with a Brazilian pilot Buenos Aires, I asked ATC if it would be
who had never been to Palmas, and his possible to land downtown. After a few
charts also indicated there were no run- minutes, ATC confirmed this would not
way lights in Palmas. As it turned out, be a problem, and we were cleared dilights had just been installed, and the rect. We had a long straight in ILS and
identifier for the airport had changed with a great view of the city. As we landed,
the upgrade to lights and IFR approaches.
All ended well. It turned out that the hotel
owner was apilot and a very friendly man
who joined us for dinner.
We departed Palmas for Florianopolis
on the south coast of Brazil with a planned
fuel s t o inUberaba.
~
FromPalmas south.
the population increased, and we started
getting into radar coverage. The last
portion of the trip was at FL240 with a
solid layer of cloud below and a lot of
build-ups on either side of our track.

however, we heard a lot of chatter that
we thought was directed at us from corporate jets and Boeing 737's. . .all very
upset that we had been allowed to land.
A follow-me vehicle took us to the
General Aviation area, and within minutes of getting into the building, several
corporate pilots were complaining in
their native language about us landing,
despite the fact that there were many old
clunker twins on the field. Two Citation
pilots who spoke excellentEnglishcame
to our aid, and just as we thought
everything was under control, our supports left and the airport manager arrived to tell us we would have to leave.
We called the Piper Dealer at the Don
Torcuato Airport, "Hangar Uno", and
Continued on Page 34

A

Landing next at Florianopolis on
Santa Catarina Island (south of Rio de
Janeiro), we met a gentleman named
Peter Schues of Green Tours who made
arrangementsfor two nights' accomrnodation for us at the Castao Do Santinho,
a beautiful resort and major destination
for well-to-do Brazilians and
Argentineans. With great food and a
pristine beach, all of us agreed that this
was one of the nicest beach resorts we
had ever seen.
From Florianopolis,it was off to Iguacu
Falls. Center allowed us to circle the Falls
at 4,000 ft. The Iguacu Falls are outstanding, and no trip should be made to South
America without seeing them. We took a
boat (a Zodiac with twin 250 HP outboards) to the base of the Falls and the
rapids were huge. Everyone got soaked.
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South American Adventure - Cont'd from Page 33

flew approximately 15 miles to their
airport, where we had the oil changed
and a new landing light installed.
There are two other Malibus located at
the Don Torcuato airport, and the Piper
Dealer, "Hangar Uno", is first-class.
The service was great and everyone
was very friendly.

LL fuel would be available at Ushuaia.
When we went to buy fuel, we found a
flying school (withthree Cherokee 180's)
who had the only 100 LL fuel at the
airport. However, they were short of
fuel and would not sell any to us. We
called Rio Grande (67 NM away), who
confirmed they would sell us fuel.

A number of pilots from town were at
the airport when we amved, as word had
traveled that a Malibu was coming to
their airport. The fueling process started
with a small fuel tank with a very slow
pump, which we used to fill jerry cans,
and then carried the cans to the plane. As
such, we only purchased enough fuel to

From Buenos Aires, we flew to
Ushuaia, or the "end of the world" as
it is known, at the southern tip of
South America. At the time we were
there, the Presidents of Chile and Argentina were in Ushuaia to sign a
treaty. This was the only place we had
difficulty finding accommodation, no
doubt due to the treaty signing, so we
ended up being over-charged by the
hotel for the first night, then moving
to a Bed & Breakfast for the second.
We had been told by the Piper Dealer
in Buenos Aires, and by ATC, that 100

Piper Maintenance Manuals On CD-ROM!
At last! All the service information you need for Piper
Aircraft. Maintenance manuals, parts catalogs, wiring diagrams, service bulletins, service letters, even an interactive
parts ordering form. ..all on CD-ROM.
Save time by researching information faster. Save space by
not having to keep volumes of books around. Never have to
file microfiche updates again!
Zoom in on parts breakdowns to get a closer look. Print out
diagrams and take them right to your plane.
Don't wait! Call now and order your quarterly-updated subscription. All current productions models are completed and
we are taking orders for older models as well.

Take your manuals with you! Paper manuals
can weigh up to 31 Ib's while CD's only weigh
3.4 oz's. Keep one in your airplane at all times.
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get to Rio Gallegos, where proper fuel
pumps were available. We appreciated
the club in Rio Grande helping us as this
apparently was their own fuel for their
Cessna 172's.
From Rio Gallegos, we flew on a day
trip to Calafete to see the "Glacier Perito
Moreno" in the "Parque National Los
Glaciares". This is a United Nations
World Heritage Site as the glaciers are
still very active and growing. An impressive site, it attracts tourists from all
over the world. Backpackers and mountain climbers also visit this world-renowned wilderness area of Patagonia.
On our return in the evening, we had 60
KT winds that seem to be very common
in this area.
Bariloche, which was our next stop, is
the "Banff, Alberta", "Lucerne, Switzerland, or "Yellowstone Park" of South
America. Truly a world-class resort, it
would beagreat place to hike, fish, and ski.
Chile was a bit of a blur, as we were
covering quite a few miles in a small
amount of time, but one highlight included two days enjoying the very interesting carnival at La Serena. After a
brief fuel stop in Copiapo (including a
test of their famous red wine), it was off
to Arica, the driest place on earth - so
dry, in fact, as to never have recorded a
single drop of precipitation (the city is
served by an eternal spring). Their museum contains mummies which are reputed to be 3,000 to 4,000 years older
than their Egyptian counterparts.

Military & Civil Aviation Authorities in Peru when we had to divert to
an alternate airport due to bad weather,
so the authorities "punished" us by
making us wait a further two days for
flight plan approvals to Lima. We
again had to entreat the Canadian
Embassy for help in order to obtain
approvals to leave. Something positive can come out of such frustrating
experiences, and in this
case, it was our friend Lily,
an air traffic controller with
the Arequipa airport who
did everything possible to
help us, and who became a
great new friend. Lily has
been to Vancouver Island
and loves Canada. Without
Lily's help, we would probably still be in Peru!

area, as we would have enjoyed spending
more time there.
Our next stop was Limon, Costa Rica,
which was a 664 NM trip from Quito. In
order to stay closer to land, we filed direct
Panama City direct Limon. When we
were within 40 to 50 minutes of Panama,
we requested direct Limon.
Continued on Page 36

Due to the unforeseen delays, we did not have enough
time to visit Machu Picchu or
to see the Amazon from the
Peruvian side. We pushed
forward from Lima to Quito,
Ecuador, to visit the equator.
The equator at Quito was surprisingly cool due to the high
elevation (close to 10,000
feet); however, the area was
very green, the shopping
great, the food excellent, and
we enjoyed our hotel. We
were sad to say goodbye to
Quito and the surrounding

We had been warned that Peru might
be difficult to enter, which our two days
waiting in the Arica airport are a testament. It was not until we contacted the
Canadian Embassy - who did a terrific
job for us and whose help we greatly
appreciated - that we received the goahead to fly into Peru.
Our first stop in Peru was Juliaca,
the highest major airport in the world
at 12,546 ASL. The runway is 15,000
ft. long. We also traveled to Lake
Titicaca to see Los Euros, the floating
islands near Puno. We ran afoul of the
MdibwMirage Magazine
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- Cont'd from Page 35

We arranged for a taxi to Cahuita,
which is located on the Caribbean side of
the country and is beautifully rural and
rustic. The place where we stayed, Kelly
Creek, offers four quaint rooms and is
managed by a couple originally hailing
from Spain. He is an artist and she was
acanadian Embassy worker for 15years
in Madrid. A freshwater stream runs
beside the hotel and into the ocean, and
is home to two alligators named Roberto
and Roberta. These permanentresidents
come when called, particularly for their
6 o'clock evening feed of leftover meat.
The other permanentresident is the hotel
dog, who has learned to duck the almonds thrown at her by the monkeys to
stop her barking. It's hilarious! This
was the only place we spent three nights
for the course of the entire trip. The
water was as warm as a bathtub, the
beach was great, and the prices were
very reasonable. A great find and a place
to which we would like to return for
some true rest and relaxation.

We spent two of our last days in Vera
Cruz, Mexico, for some more "R & R .
Vera Cruz is a large seaport known for
its seafood, music, Spanish history, and
its character, althoughthere werenot too
many "Gringo" tourists to be found.
After Vera Cruz, we cleared customs
in McAllen, Texas, and spent two flying

days to reach home. We were pleasantly
surprisedto findcustomsin both McAUen
and Calgary to be very friendly after our
five-week trip to South America.
All in all, it was a wonderful trip and
Dorothy's Spanish (or "Spanglish" as
someonecalled it) improved immensely.

W e are looking for a few good pilots

...

themselves to
best they can be!

at a sensible price
If your goal is real Malibu-Mirage proficiency
and you are willing to work hard to achieve it,
CALL us.
Ron,Cox
President

LAVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMEN

Post Office Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 32961
John Mar~ani
Director of Tra~ning
CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9958 L Malibumiraee
Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent PA 46 training.

The Socata TBM 700...
Keep up with
the competition.
1

0

.

(Call o v f o r more infirnation)

Photo Courtesy of Socata Aircraft

In today's fast paced world you need to have a
"Rocket Ship" like the Socata TBM 700 to keep up
with the competition. With an average cruise
speed of 285 KTAS at 28,000 feet the aircraft will
fly 1175 NM with IFR reserves, luggage, full fuel,
and 3 persons on board.
With over twenty years experience in selling
Corporate Turboprop and Jet aircraft Corporate
Airsearch Int'l has the experience, integrity, and
knowledge to lead your company into the new
millenium. Our company has specialized in the

CALL THE PROFESSIONALSAT

CAI FOR MORE

INFORMATTON ON T H E FOLLOWWJG NRCRhFT FOR SALE:

Socata TBM 700 for the last several years and all
of our clients have been extremely satisfied with
our service as well as the quality and performance of their TBM 700 aircraft.
For further information on how you can become a
TBM 700 owner please call James P. Hanley, Vice
President, Sales & Marketing for a current listing
of TBM 700's for sale or to arrange a demonstration flight. Our company can facilitate a trade of
your current aircraft for a TBM 700.

-

1999 TBM 700,175 HOURS
TOTALTIME.
EFIS, LARGE
DOOR,
3-YEAR
WARRANTY
1995 TBM 700,265 Horns TOTALTIME
EFIS, FREON
AIR,NICEPAINT& INTERIOR
1991TBM 700,1560 HOURS
TOTALT m
SINCE NEW, FACTORY
MAINTAINED

&OWNERS

1996 PIPER MIRAGE, 595 Horns TOTALTIME
1-OWNER
SINCE NEW, LIKENEW CONDITION

SOCATA

CORPORATE
AIRSEARCH
INTERNATIONAL.K.

G R O U P E AEROSPATIALE

150 E. Palmetto Pk. Rd., Suite 550, Boca Raton, FL 33432 Tel: 561.750.8221 Fax: 561.750.6221
www.CaiJets.com email: cai@CaiJets.com
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Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!
If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free
.

1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080

AvQuest lnsurance Service
(A division of Shaw Aviation lnsurance Service, Inc.)

License # 0814220
Buy Your Malibu lnsurance From Someone Who Knows The Market

Modern Aero, Inc.

Modem Aero's FAA Certified Repair Station and Piper-Authorized Service
Facility has been providing the highest quality and most reliable service you can
depend on for over 31 years. You can count on our attention to detail and
complete Customer Satisfaction. Our Service Technicians are factory trained
with extensive experienceregarding the Malibairage. Modem Aero provides
scheduled service and minor repairs to major installations.
TSIO-550 STC Installation Center
Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.
Radar Pod Installations

TBM 700 Service Center
Extensive Parts Inventory
Avionics Installations

14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport
Minneapolis, MN 55347
Telephone: (6 12) 941-2595 Fax: (612) 941-0307
Certified Repair Station MZER198L

L

Website: www.modemaero.com

Email: modernaero@mindspring.com

Mary Bryant

At the Kansas City M*MOPA
convention, over one hundred Malibus
and Mirages provided a wonderful
sampling of the variety of PA-46's
produced over the years. Having
personally been involved with the
M a l i b a i r a g e during most of its life
cycle, the gathering also provided me
with an opportunity to fondly reflect on
the evolution of our favorite "species".
The Malibu made its debut in 1984.
Soon after, the Malibu was called "the
most significantadvancementin personal
aviation in decades." As a pressurized
singleengineaircraft,certified for known
ice, the Malibu was innovative for its
time. However, compared tothe Mirages
being produced today, it was a fairly
basic airplane.

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twentyfive years and has instructed in the
Malibu since 1988 when she worked
for the Piper Training Center.
Subsequently, she was Eastern
Region Sales Manager and Malibu
Mirage demonstration pilot for Piper
Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder and
owner of Attitudes International, Inc.
from 1991-1 998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage
initial and refresher training through
Eclipse International, Inc.
(727.822.1611) in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Mary holds ATP, CFII, and
ME1 certificates, and is type rated in
the Cessna citation. She also has a
BA from Northwestern University and
an MBA from the University of Illinois.

The original Malibus, typically, did
not have co-pilot instruments or the vast
array of avionics and equipment available
currently. Loran was in its early stages
of development and the typical avionics
package was comprised of the King
digital Silver Crown dual KY-196
instrument package with the KFC
autopilot/flight director. A few aircraft
did not have flight directors. Many did
not have altitude pre-select. Many did
not have optional oxygen.

I

I

More surprisingly,some Malibus did
not even have dual alternators or dual
vacuum pumps. Not all buyers elected
to install the optional de-ice package
resulting in some Malibus leaving the
factory without boots, windshield hot
plates, etc. The standard Malibu interior
lacked the elegance and refinement of
the later Mirages. The current auxiliary
heat system was not available in the first
Malibus making for chilly winterflights.

The most frequently seen exterior paint
scheme was predominately tan and
brown, reflecting the popularity of earth
tones at the time. The 3 10 horsepower
Continental TSIO-520-BE engine was
innovative and many pilots were
mystified by the need to operate it on the
lean (not rich) side of peak.
The standard list price of the 1984
Malibu was $275,000, with the average
equipped Malibu running about
$320,000.
Except for some product enhancements to the hydraulic system, the first
changes of any significance came in
1986. The flap system was changed
from the original Gar-Kenyon hydraulic flap system to an electric flap
system. Later in 1986, the remaining
Gar-Kenyon hydraulic gear system
was replaced with the Parker Hannifin
gear system, which, with minor
modifications, is used on currently
produced Mirages.
1987saw changes focused mainly on
improving enginecooling and operation.
Internal engine modifications were
adopted and, more visibly, the nose gear
doors now had a second set of louvers.
New leaning and operating procedures
were also developed and promulgated.
The auxiliary heat system was now
available on production aircraft and also
in kit form for retrofit to earlier aircraft.
Warmer passengers were very grateful.
1988 was a relatively quiet year for
the Malibu since most of Piper's efforts
were focused on developmentof the new
Mirage to be introduced in 1989.
Continued on Page 40
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MalibumAirage - Continued from Page 39

Four hundred Malibusleft the factory
during 1984-1988.
The 1989 introduction of the Malibu
Mirage was an exciting time for Piper
Aircraft, Malibu owners, and those of us
who worked with the PA-46. The Mirage
captured the hearts of many with its
technical, engine, and system changes,
improved performance, its refined,
elegant interior and snazzy new paint
schemes. As a sales manager for Piper
during the introduction of the Mirage, I
recall that some 80-90 changes were
incorporated. Although I would be hard
pressed to remember all of them, the
most significantones are still fresh in my
memory and are discussed below.

Among the most popular updates was
the elegant interior with more comfortable seats, increased head room,
refined cabinetry, pleated window
shades, leather side panels, passenger
consoles, improved lighting and
generally better materials. Additional
standard features such as auxiliary heat
and retractable coat hooks provided
increased passenger comfort. The cabin
access door was refined by implementing
a cable retraction system in place of the
traditional "door chains".

Many more items were included as
standard equipment. Retractable tie
down rings were a favorite new feature.
However, "de-ice" continued to be an
option and some Mirages still left the
factory without boots and certification
for known ice. The integral heated pilot
One of the most significant changes windshield replaced the previous hotwas the change from the Continental310 plate for the vast majority of those who
I-P engine to the Lycoming 350 I-P chose the de-ice option.
TIO-540-AE2A engine. The increased
horsepower of the Lycoming provided
In general, many changes in the
improved performance and allowed a Miragepanel design,includingrelocation
two hundred pound increase in gross of switches and shielding of
weight. Unfortunately, most of the pressurization controls, provided
increase in gross weight was used in the improved operatingsafetythrough better
improved interior and other features so ergonomics.
that the increase in gross weight did not
translate into correspondingincreases in
Of course, new paint schemes and
useful load.
exterior colors were available and the
Mirages emerged from the factory with
The typical Mirage left the factory colorful new plumage.
with co-pilot instruments and an
extensive array of avionics, including
In 1990, the new pod radar was
the new King KLN-89 Loran with available and for the first time, the
moving map. EFlS was an exciting new MalibuJMirage truly had capable radar.
option and made demonstrating the As a further refinement, vertical profile
aircraft areal pleasure for the demo pilot radar was available and added yet another
and a memorable event for potential level of technical sophistication to the
customers.
aircraft's already impressivecredentials.
T h e electrical system was
completely redesigned and was now a
dual fed, tie bus system with digital
monitoring displays and increased
capacity. Other improvements to
monitoring systems included a
computerized fuel management system
and a 6 cylinder temperature gauge.

The next several years were painful
ones for those of us involved with the
PA-46 and 1991 was perhaps the
bleakest year in MalibuIMirage
history. With Piper Aircraft struggling
for survival, only one Mirage left the
factory in 1991. Most of us were no
longer employed by Piper as total

employment dropped to less than one
hundred.
Although factory production began
to pick up in 1992 as Piper regained
momentum, the Mirage saw little
change until 1995 when the pilot's
heated windshield was changed from
plastic to glass. By this time, the
KLN-90B IFR certifiable GPS was
also available and being installed in
many aircraft. Many items which had
been optional equipment in prior years
became standard.
Significantrefinementsto the Mirage
were made in 1996 with introduction of
the Transicoil Electronic Engine
Monitoring System. The Transicoil
system allowedmore precise monitoring
capabilities as well as trend and
exceedance monitoring and analysis.
Since the manifold pressure gauge was
now electric, the previous manifold
pressure line drain was no longer
necessary and was eliminated.
The Transicoil System provided a
new "big airplane" look to the Mirage
which was further enhancedby relocation
of the primary electrical switch panels to
their current overhead locations. While
many of our "over forty7'pilots groused
about thedifficulty of seeing the switches
in their new overhead locations, most of
us have adapted and have come to prefer
the new, more ergonomically designed
layout. A new audio panel with intercom
was also incorporated.
In 1998, Smart Boots were introduced to provide warning of ice
formation to pilots so that the boots
could be implemented at the proper
time. The three blade Hartzell
propeller also became standard on the
aircraft during 1998.
In 1999, the King 225 autopilot/
flight director with built in pre-select
replaced the inveterate KFC-150.
G a m i n radios and an S-Tec autopilot
are scheduled for 2000.

From 1984through the end of 1999,
more than 1,000 Malibus and Mirages
were produced. Another 59 are
scheduled for delivery in 2000 at a.
standard list price of $869,000. It's
not unusual for actual delivered price
to be closer to $1 million.
And, of course, the first Meridian is
scheduled for delivery in 2000 to take
the Malibu/Mirage to yet higher levels
of evolution in the coming millennium.
I can hardly wait!

:

My thanks to Bob Scott who helped
me verify the accuracy of my memory,
and reminded me of some items I had
forgotten.

Ilm
1986 Malibu
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Victor Sloan Enterprises. Inc. 1

For over twenty-five years3
discerning pilots and top
name aviation profes8ionals
have relied on Victor Sloarn to
deliver'unparrlleled quality
i n engine overhaul and rircraft sew9cing.
\

\

Now, as the exclusive Northern California Piper Dealer,
Victor offers the same standard of excellence i n the
sales and service o f new
Piper Aircraft.

YOU FELT I T THEN...

...YOU'RE NOT LIKE ALL THE REST
As you climb into the cockpit you can feel it.
This is the fastest single turbo-prop in the
world* - the TBM 700. Its cutting-edge technology responds to your
every command. This is a pilot's airplane and it will give you every
ounce of performanceyou demand.
Back in the cabin, luxury tules. Lean back in supple leatherseats to savor
the luxurioussurroundings. Your guests will appreciateits elegant wood
and detailed trimmings. The very finest in travelingcomfort.
As a businessmanyou appreciate its economy and flexibility but as
an aviator. it's TBM7oo's speed that moves you. A unique, powerful, flying experience - unlike any other.

TBM700

..

Maybe that's why it suits you so well
* Certified as per FAR part 23 Amdt Ithrough 3q

...

How

international banker
Bruno Schroder found a

safe investment
with high-powered
pertormance.

BRUNO SCHRODER, Wtector of,Qhm&rs PLC, $London, Englaud,
a lead@ i n t e r ~ i o n a inwtmmt
l
bank mrd managetnurtgoup with a
hiriom of almost tuno huttdred vean.

P
C12,
-

AS HAS BEEN THE CASE WITH MANY OF HIS
INVESTMENTS, LONDOM-BASED BANKER
BRUNO SCHRODER 80W6MT HIS PC-12 AFTER
MUCH RESEARCH AM0 THE GARNERING OF SOME SOLID ADVICE.
After early experience with small singles and latterly light twins,

he considered a King Air, but found it to be a less than
optimal investment. Further, a &end - more
specifically an Air Chief Marshal of the Royal Air
Force - had a simple answer when Bruno asked
for his opinion. "Buy a Pilatus," he said.
"My needs were dear," says Bruno, Director of Schroders
PLC, an investment group capitalized at $4 billion. "On a
regular basis I needed to carry six passengers, luggage, and
dogs to our castle in Scotland for weekend trips. I required a
large and versatile aircraft that offered cabin-class comfort
for my passengers and a long enough range to match that and
my other itineraries - such as crossing the Atlantic to visit
our offices in NewYork and Bermuda."
Quickly Bruno saw that
A the 270-knot PC-12 could
handle all of his itineraries L
that its wide variety of
strengths provide quite a wide
'
@
variety of opportunities.
t h rnr
~u rr
"Yes, it was clear that the
PC-12 was a terrific airplane for me, so
my next concern was economy - the efficiency of my investment,
if you will,'' adds Bruno, "and there again the PC-12 excelled.
Its turboprop performance is complemented by the single-engine
economy that made the decision to buy easy. Very easy"
So, after a lifetime of investing how does Bruno Schroder
pick his best holdmgs? Just as he chose his PC-12.TheyYre
definitely the more efficient ones; the ones where he gets his
every pound's worth and more. And they're also the holdings
he can rely on, the ones he knows will always perform.

-

I I 800 Pilatus (7452887) .www.pc1t.com 1 41 41 619 6296
PllATUS BUSINESS AIRCRAFT (COLORADO)

PILANS AIRCRAFT LIMITED (SWITZERLAND)

w.pilatus-aircraft.com

It's all in the mixing of

?

High Technolou
4 Crafimanship.
T,

enjoy the way a "newn aircraft
looks and feels, get ready to pay hundreds
of thousands of dollars. But, smart aircraft owners
know there's a way to beat that cost these days.
Have your
interior/exterior reJinished by the most
.
recognized craftsmen in the country.
For years, turbines, twins, and singles have come to Oxford Aviation in every condition imaginable. Ma* they choose
us because of our high technology and our meticulous attention to details. With over 1000 aircraft now carrying the Oxford
Aviation placard, we've earned the distinction of creating a "jleet of satisfaction."
Maybe they choose us because of our state-of-the-art drying and mixing rooms, our downdraft spray booths, control
balancing, or our superb interior craftsmen and design staff who handle everydung from a Cherokee to a Metroliner.
With our greatly expanded facility and new technology, more slots are now available in the coming months.
On the ramp, if they ask, "1s that new?" ...tell them, "ltibetter than new...it's been

r$nished

by O$rd Aviation."

Rejnishing the CraJ,..ReJiningthe Dream.
75 Number Six Road. PO Box 990, Oxford. Maine 04270

(207).539.4779 FAX (207).539.8441

€-Mail: OXFRD @ AOl..COM

FAA/I.M Certification #OACR 582 S
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Check-In - Continued from Page 6

SimCom and New Piper will also
partner in the development of pilot and
maintenancetechnician training courses
for the Malibu Meridian. New Piper,
SimCom and vendors supplying equipment for the Meridian, will jointly construct a new simulator, scheduledto come
on-line in late 2000, for Malibu Meridian training. Customers purchasing a
new Meridian will receive an extensive
training course including aircraft systems training, simulator training and
flight training in their new Meridian.

while moving the center of gravity aft.
EnhancedDurability and Reliability

- The composite construction of the
blades allows repairs to be made by

Ileft Kansas City on Sundaymorning
and entered the deck at 11,000, preselected to 22,000 on autopilot. At about
13,000, in the weather, with weather to
the ground ahead of me in eastern Kansas
and Oklahoma, I had a sudden abrupt
pitch-up input, and before I could get to
the yoke, I had an abrupt autopilot attempt
to correct down. This sent my cockpit
into a "minus G situation with stuff
floating all over, with me trying to get to
the voke.

Additionally, early in 2000,
SimCom will complete a new model
year 2000 Malibu Mirage simulator,
fully equipped with the state-of-theart Mirage avionics suite.
At somefuture point, New Piper and
SimCom hope to offer training on New
Piper aircraft at various locations across
North America. For the near term, however, transition training for new aircraft
will take place exclusively at the New
Piper factory in Vero Beach.

Hartzell Propeller, Inc., today
announced the development of a fourblade composite propeller for the
JetPROP DLX, a Pratt & Whitney PT6
turbine conversion of the Piper Malibul
Mirage.

The high performance blades of these
propellers are constructed of Kevlar,
which offers the benefits of lowerweight
and longer life over conventional metal
blades. In addition to improving high
altitudecruiseperformance and reducing
the amount of erosion from ground
operations, there are additional benefits
to the four-bladed Hartzell composite
scimitar blade system.
Lighter Weight - This propeller
weighs 23 pounds less than the Hartzell
four-blade metal prop currently used on
the JetPROP DLX. In fact, the reduced
weight of the composite propeller gives
the airplane 23 pounds more useful load

and re-engaged the autopilot without
any further oscillations. The flight from
Denver to Kansas City was CAVU and
uneventful.

adding material (rather than removing
material as required with metal blades)
as the prop develops nicks and gouges
during normaloperation. This, coupled
with the inherent strength of composites, has enabled some airlines to
put more than 30,000 hours on their
Hartzell composite blades.
Unlimited Certification Life -These
and all other Hartzell Kevlar composite
blades enjoy an unlimited service life
designation from the FAA.
Sy Weiner, Editor

Within seconds, I was doing an IMC
unusual attitude recovery, and interestingly, had the immediate thought (from
past training sessions) of "John Mariani,
what are you doing to me now!" My next
thought was that this is what has killed
some Malibu drivers in the past. It gave
me flashbacks of old ~4 autopilot
spurious inputes that killed a couple of
my fighter pilot friends in the 1970's.
After wresting control, I then had to
decide whetherto go backdown to VMC,
which would have put me into the bad
weather ahead, or to turn back to Kansas
City, or to continue climb to 22K to get
over the weather-hopefully. I elected to
continue to climb, but never got out of
the cirrus. I hand flew IMC the next
three hours to Texas, not trusting to
engage the autopilot. I broke out over
Dallas, tired from hand flying IMC that
long at 22,000, and re-engaged the
autopilot in clear air with no problems.

Dear Sy:

I was climbing to altitude out of
Austin to spend a few days at my
Colorado condo before heading over to
Kansas City for the MeMOPA meeting.
Passing through cloud layers at about
9,000 to 11,000 feet with the autopilot
and our new altitude preselect engaged
for 20K, I had a pitch up input, and then
a down input to correct, I guess. I
immediately took the autopilot out and
hand flew to 12,000 above the clouds

On the ramp, after kissingmy Princess
once again, I got the BendidKing folks
involved, and learned that the bushings
on that pitch servo are little washers we
pay many bucks for that can wear down
and slip. The rep tested the servo for all
parameters, and it checkedoutfine except
he noticed that the clutch slip felt less
than the 22.5 pounds required and
tightened it up a tweak. All worked fine
the next flight.
Continued on the Next Page

Check-In - Continued from the Previous Page

I think John Mariani just saved
another Malibu pilot (me) for my
recovering my Malibu in an IMC unusual
attitude environment while simultaneously punching off the autopilot,
pulling the pitch servo circuit breaker,
and overriding the almost 20 to 30
pounds of yoke override. John had put
me through similar training scenarios
during past refresher training which I
believe saved me that day. Thanks,
John! And, thanks to all our Malibu
trainers for keeping us flying again
another day.

uncommanded - while usually above
10,000 feet and usually in the preselected climb. We have been working
with the local King rep and the next
thing to get checked out was the box
itself - no luck - same problems next
flight in the same parameters.

mid go's, I am investigating. But,
under pressurization, a sticking
command bar in a thin case AD1 that
suddenly breaks loose and commands
the bird to wild pitch excursions
certainly fits the scenario that I
experienced. More to come in our
research on this. DP

In adiscussion of this problem with
John Mariani one night, John recalled
that the original AD1 in the Malibu
suffered a "thin casing" problem; with
the Malibu pressurization causing the
command bars to hang up and suddenly
breaking free - only to have the A/P
suddenly follow them - a scenario
similar to my IMC experience.

Dick Perschau

P. S. We thought we had the answer
to our spurious pitch inputs with the
King guy adjusting the pitch servo
tensions on the cables, but my partners
continued to experience the same
problem - sudden pitch up and downs,

.....

We contacted our King rep and had
the AD1 pulled . . . it not only was the
original thin casing type, but it had a
few broken parts inside. So far, our
newer thicker casing substitute AD1
has been working well. Why King
never alerted us to this problem in the

The Truth is Out...
Look No Further.
Lowest in Cost
Highest in quality...

...........
..........

Baltimore, Maryland

..........

LESTER KYLE'S AIRCRAFT TRAINING
INITIAL & R E m S H E R
Providing training in the Malibu-Mirage & Jet Prop DLX. From the early days at the Piper
Training Center, Lester has conducted more than 900 Malibu/Mirage training sessions.
Tnsurance authorized for factory replacement training.
Serving the US, Canada & Hawaii
Client Recommendations: I haveflown with Lesterfor the past 13 years since
my initial, and what I like about Lester is his way of correctingyou and advising
you about what needs to be improved. In additon, his mechanical knowledge of
the aircraft has more than once led to a neededfi ofpotentialproblem. I now
take recurrent training tvery six months, including night and IFR, and neverfail
to learn something new on tvery visit. Highly recommended.
Sy Weher

Kansas Area Connection

PO Box 6991 Vero Beach,FL 32961
561-562-5438 fa^ 56 1-564-05 14
FLY4KYLE@aol.com www.fly4kyle.com
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
The Exclusive Piper Distributor & Service Center
for New England, New York & New Jersey

4 A Professional Sales & Technical Team
with knowledge & expertise in all Piper
models t o help you find the right aircraff
t o fit your needs.
4 Network of Authorized Sales Affiliates
conveniently located through out
Columbia's territory.
Service Center:
4 Authorized New York, New Jersey & New
England New Piper Service Center.
4 Staffed with factory trained technicians.
4 High performance, single engine
specialists.

4 Authorized Rper Parts distributor
4 Direct connection to Piper's Parts Distribution
Center for immediate confirmation of an item in
stock.
4 Fast, courteous service.

AvPonics:
4 Authorized Service Center for Allied Signal, King
Silver Crown & S-TEC Autopilot Systems.
4 Specializing in the installation of King, Trimble &
Garmin GPS systems.
4 Custom Design & Installation for all equipment &
Inflight Entertainment Systems.

One call Connects You To 25 MalibuIMirage Experts!

Experience The Columbia Difference!
Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Groton-New London Airport
Groton, CT 06340
FAA Certified Repair Station #S05R204N
Phone: (860)449-8999
Fax: (860)449-99.24

Once youzve experienced the safety, reliability and extra performance
conversion) you'll see$@

I

in a whole dflerent way. And you'll wonder why 3
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ADVERTISING
RATES
Display Rates
Full Page

Black&Whiie
With One Color
Full Color

$ 250.00
460.00
1,200.00

Half Page

Black & White
Wih One Color
Full Color

$ 160.00
370.00
790.00

TRAINING UPDATE
THEFOLLOWMG FAC-

OFFER INPI~AL
AND/OR RECURRENT

TRAINING FOR THE MALIBu*MIRAGE

Inside Front Cover:
Black & White
W i One Color
Full Color
Inside Back Cover:
Black & Whiie
Wih One Color
Full Color
Back Cover:
Full Color Only

-

Classified Rates
The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.
Three column format (column width 2-3116").

hITIAL AND REFRESEER TRAINING
AVAILABLE AT FACILITY,

OR CAN DISPATCH TO OWNER'S

Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line including spaces).

-

BASE ON REQUEST

Per insertion
Publisher resenres the rlght to refuse or withdraw advertising.

hmu AND REPBESLIER

Electronic files, camera copy or film negatives
only. Overallmagazinesize is8-318"X 10-718".

TRAINING

PROVIDED ON REQUEST

For space request8 and rcheduling, call
Russ Caauwe M*MOPA
P. 0. Box 1288
Green Valley, AZ 85622
(520) 399-1121 Fax (520) 648-3823

JAYAum IS DIRBCIY~ROF

-

MAtIsuTRAININa

Send all ad materials to the Publisher:
The
~ m n y
3488 North Valdoats Road ISte 200
Vsldorte, Georgia 31602
The MaliMirage Magazine is cunenlly distributed to all registered domesticownersof thePA46
aimraft, Le., appmwmately 7 W . DisMbutkm to
active members wrM-wideis appromimaleiy575+.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

-

INITIAL AND ~ F W B E E R
TRAINING ON REQUEST

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in
America's Premier Fly-in Community.
4,W paved lighted nmway, paved taxi-

CALENDAR
L m y Ohlsson. Spuce Creek m-in Realty. Website: wwwdy-iacom. NKL1)32-

September 20-24,2000 - 10thAnnual Convention
Renaissance Harbourplace Hotel Baltimore, Maryland

We Know
ivlalibu is an Auplane
Not a Beach
You no longer have to be concerned about your
MalibuIMirage insurance.
Simply call Professional Insurance Management - the ONE
insurance agency that
"~"c,
completely
understands your
L
protection needs -and
-- -let them take the worry
out of your life. -Clal ,
Lisa Allison,
T. W. Anderson, or
Tim Bonnell in
-Wichita at
1-800-826-4442, or Bill Voorhis on the East Coast at
1-888-746-4352 and let Professional lnsurance Management
handle every aspect of your aviation insurance exactly the way
you want it - because they know Malibu's and Mirage's and the
people who fly them.
Professional lnsurance Management is a member of The
MalibuaMiraae Owners and Pilots Association.

-

8-

-4

Call toll-f ree
Wichita Home Office

Eastern Branch

1-800-826-4442

1-888-746-4352

Professional
Insurance
Management
AVIATION INSURANCE

2120 Airport Road P.O.Box 12750 Mid-Continent Airpod
Wichita, Kansas 67277
1-316-942-0699 + FAX 1-316-942-1 260
Home Office 1-800-8264442
Eastern Branch 1-888-746-4352

SIMCOM provides
:ACTORY APPROVED training
or fie

www<.

BEST INSTRUCTORS. SIMCOM instructors are experienced CFll
rated professional pilots. They are also career aviation educators with
specific expertise on your airplane. Thousands of satisfied SIMCOM
customers know from experience that SIMCOM instructors are the best
in the business.

RECURRENT

BEST PERSONALIZED 'TRAINING. SIMCOM restricts classes to just
two pilots so we can customize your training to best meet your needs.
You proceed at your pace, while focusing on issues that are critical to
you ... all in an actual aircraft cockpit.

I

-

.

TraifnngalsDawdkbbaiour
Vero Beach, FhWa facility
for the Piper Seneca and
DiperSarafoga

I

BEST IN SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY. SIMCOM is the unquestioned
world leader in visual flight simulation technology. Wide-screen visual
motion has been proven to be the best approach to flight simulation.
It works!
BEST PRICE. BEST VALUE. BEST GUARANTEE. SIMCOM flight training
provides the best value for your training dollar at the very best prices in
the business with savings of up to 35%! And, we are so sure of the
quality of our programs, we give you a 100% satisfaction guarantee.
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Orlando, FL

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT ACADEMY

Scottsdale, AZ

.

V e r o B e a c h , FL

7500 Municipal Drive Orlando, FL 32819 Tel: 407-345-051 1 Fax: 407-345-1282 www.simulator.com

